
Walker's Way

Some Thoughts on Dog



Always be patient with Your Human.

Humans do not know that
sniffing butts tells you if
someone is friend or foe,

sick or true.



The Wag that can be named 
might be only a wag.

To see a wag is not to hear it.
To hear a wag is not to feel it.
Human hands grasp the wag 

but cannot touch it.



On Fear

When you are afraid, there is usually 
someone to help you through it.

If you sniff out what you are 
afraid of, it’s usually harmless.



The  Babies

Do not jump on them.

Or accidentally scratch them 
trying to shake paws.

Do not try to shake paws.

They smell especially fresh 
and interesting of many things.

Always check in and around their 
chairs for bits of food.
These are good to eat.

Babies are treated much 
the same as old people. 

Except old people
often talk and shout at you, 

while babies only laugh and gurgle.



On Human Men

They taste good.
Especially at the top of their heads.

Try to climb up them, 
and lick their hair.
(If they have any.)



Rescuing is a two-way exchange 
between Dog and Human.

You know who rescued who.



Acknowledge your friends.



Share your toys with others.

Unless it’s a ball. 

Your ball you share only 
with your humans.



Don’t play for a reward.
Play is the reward.



Play is everything.



A cardboard tube is fun to throw, 
pounce on,

and chew into bits.

Your human will recycle the bits 
when you are done.

Boycott cardboard tube-free toilet paper!



When you hear the long, 
doleful cry of another
you must howl along 
for as long as it lasts.

No one must ever feel alone.



Your tail is a muscle
Learn to exercise it wisely.

The tail tells all
but you must learn to see it.



Long or nubby
all tails wag.

To wag is to move to and fro
sometimes fast, sometimes slow.



 If your ball lands next to 
some other dog’s poop,

make a face, 
back away, 

and make your Human
deal with it.



Everything about The Dog 
is in the eyes.

Do not stare too long.



If a dog has no breed 
is she or he a dog?

Breeding is not the same as manners.



About The Old People

Do not jump on them.

They smell of all sorts of 
interesting scents.

Always check in and around their 
chairs for bits of food. 
These are good to eat.

Note: See The Babies.



Your Purpose is 
to Humanize Your People.

Not all Humans are Your People.
But all Humans need Humanizing.



Balls come in many sizes.

Some are good for catching in your teeth.
Some are good for catching in your paws.

Some are good for butting with your
nose.



Some balls emit squeals of joy 
when you squeeze or chew them.

Eventually you will kill the squeal.

Never kill the joy.



Everything can be chewed.
Not everything can be eaten.



If Humans would ride in cars
with their heads out the window

they would feel the Joy, 
and there would be no more Wars.



The dog who masters 
the electronic car window

will be the Sage of all dogs.



The Dog's backyard 
is for playing,
sunbathing, 

peeing and pooping.

We don't know Why.



The Purpose of Humans is 
to pick up your poop.

That is why we play ball with them.



Humans never walk as fast as dogs.

Be patient and cajole them along.



A wag might be happy, 
stressed, difficult, easy,

strong, weak, aggressive, 
submissive, friendly,

hostile, playful, tired, restrained, 
open, sad, asking, joking, hoping.

All wags lead 
the way to Understanding. 



When out for a walk,
be sure to pee next to

a car parked along a sidewalk.
That way any dogs exiting the car

will know you were there.



Knit Hats

Sometimes these hats
come with little dangly things

called tassels.

These are good for chewing.



It is okay to have your own 
personal cat 

who lives inside your house.

Otherwise cats are questionable friends.

They like to sit outside the window, 
in the yard, 
unmoving, 

refusing to listen 
to a dog's bark to leave.



Know This

Humans are impatient when
we’re leaving messages on the 

neighbor's grass
for our brother and sister Dogs.

All you can do is ignore your Human.



Humans who give themselves
to the Way of the Dog

live longer.

Dogs live as long as they are able.



Our jobs are simple:

To exercise our Humans;

To keep squirrels and cats away 
from our homes;

To spread love everywhere.

—Walker
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